A performance analysis of porous graphite foam heat exchangers in vehicles
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HIGHLIGHTS

- Graphite foam wavy corrugated fins present good thermal and flow characteristics.
- The graphite foam wavy corrugated fin heat exchanger presents a high power density.
- A high compactness factor is provided by the graphite foam heat exchanger.
- The graphite foam heat exchanger has a low coefficient of performance (duty/pumping loss).
- Graphite foam heat exchangers have great potential in vehicle cooling applications.
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ABSTRACT

Due to the increasing cooling power and space limitation in vehicles, a new compact heat exchanger – graphite foam heat exchanger is proposed for vehicle cooling application. The graphite foam has high thermal conductivity (the effective thermal conductivity is 40–150 W/m K) and low density (0.2–0.6 g/cm³), but it has high flow resistance which is a problem in heat exchanger applications. In order to find a graphite foam heat exchanger with low flow resistance, four different configurations (baffle, pin-finned, corrugated, and wavy corrugated) of graphite foam fins are analyzed in terms of thermal performance and pressure drop by using a computational fluid dynamics approach. The simulation results show that the wavy corrugated foam presents high thermal performance and low pressure drop. Moreover, a comparative study between the wavy corrugated foam heat exchanger and a conventional aluminum louver fin heat exchanger is carried out to evaluate the performance of graphite foam heat exchangers in terms of coefficient of performance (removed heat/air pumping loss), power density (removed heat/mass of heat exchangers), and compactness factor (removed heat/volume of heat exchangers). Finally, this paper concludes that graphite foam heat exchangers should be further developed in vehicles, and presents several recommendations for how such development can be promoted.

1. Introduction

Due to the high thermal conductivity of metal materials, aluminum or copper heat exchangers are very popular in vehicles. However, with the increased power production and reduced underbonnet space, vehicle cooling becomes a more serious problem than before. In order to increase the thermal performance of heat exchangers in vehicles, it is important to apply extended surfaces on the air side to compensate for the low heat transfer coefficient. Thus, the cooling surface of heat exchangers has to be increased to dissipate the tremendous cooling power. However, because of space limitations in vehicles, there is not much available space to increase the size of heat exchangers, which has led to an urgent need to develop a new compact heat exchanger with high thermal performance for vehicle cooling.

Due to its big specific surface area, a porous medium at a small size might be a good choice for the development of new compact heat exchangers. Compared to a metal foam [1–4], a graphite foam developed by Oak Ridge National Laboratory [5] has extremely high thermal conductivity. Several research studies on the characteristics of graphite foams have been carried out [6–8]. These studies show that the characteristics of graphite foams are as follows:

1. High thermal conductivity: The effective thermal conductivity of graphite foam, which is a weighted average of the solid material and the pores where a fluid is passing, is between 40 and 150 W/m K [8]. This is much higher than the...
II. Low density: The density of graphite foam ranges from 200 to 600 kg/m³, which is about 20% of that of aluminum.

III. Large specific surface area: Because of the open pores and inter-connected void structure, the specific surface area of graphite foam is between 5000 and 50,000 m²/m³ when the pore size is around from 500 μm to 10 μm respectively [8].

IV. Weak mechanical properties: The tensile strength of graphite foam is much less than that of a metal foam. The weak mechanical properties block the development of the graphite foam heat exchanger. Adding additional material into the graphite foam or changing the fabrication process might improve the foam’s mechanical properties.

Based on these characteristics, the graphite foam has become a very promising material for heat exchangers. For example, Klett et al. [9] designed a radiator with carbon foam. In their study, the cross section of the automotive radiator was reduced from 48 cm × 69 cm to 20 cm × 20 cm. The reduced size enabled a substantial decrease of the overall weight, cost and volume of the heat exchanger is shown in Fig. 1. The overall size of the four configurations of the graphite foam core is 12 cm (z-direction) × 4.5 cm (y-direction) × 5 cm (x-direction). The details of the configurations and geometries are shown in Fig. 2. The important parameters of the graphite foam are described in Table 1, which is based on Ref. [12]. The fluid is assumed to be incompressible with constant properties and in steady-state. The water tubes are made of aluminum. Due to the large heat transfer coefficient between the hot water and the inner wall of the tube, as well as the high thermal conductivity of the pipe wall, the water tube is assumed to be at constant temperature. The connection between the tube wall and the graphite foam is assumed perfect without any air gap inside. Thus, the thermal resistance at the interface between the tube wall and the graphite foam is neglected.

2.2. Modeling assumptions

Before the numerical computations, a discussion of the computational model (laminar or turbulent) in adoption of the flow regime is carried out. In the comparison among the four configurations of the graphite foam, the inlet air speed is selected to be in the range from 12 m/s to 20 m/s based on the speed of vehicles. Correspondingly, the Reynolds number based on the frontal velocity and the hydraulic diameter (Dh) is ranging from 15,120 to 25,200. Thus turbulent flow prevails on the air side. However, inside the graphite foam the flow is laminar. This is so, because it is difficult to generate turbulent eddies in the small open pores of the foam.

The effect of turbulence on the flow field is implemented by the “renormalization group” (RNG) k–ε turbulence model. On the other hand, due to the laminar flow inside the graphite foam, the RNG k–ε turbulence model might be useful to take into account of low-Reynolds number effect near the foam walls.

2.3. Computational domain

In order to make sure the graphite foam fin is located in the fully developed flow region, the computational domain is extended upstream 1.5 times the graphite foam fin length to eliminate the entrance length effect. Similarly, the computational domain is extended downstream 5 times the length of the graphite foam fin to achieve the one-way coordinate assumption at the domain outlet. Thus, the whole stream length of the computational domain is 7.5 times the actual graphite foam fin length, as shown in Fig. 3.

3. Mathematical formulation and numerical method

3.1. Governing equations

According to the above presented assumptions, the governing equations for continuity, momentum and energy may be expressed as follows, see Refs. [16–18]:

3.1.1. Air zone governing equations (turbulent flow)

Continuity equation

$$\frac{\partial (\rho_{air} u_i)}{\partial x_i} = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)
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